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indeed the scenery recalls some of the less beautiful districts
in the Highlands.    When sheep-f arming was established, the
Indians, not unnaturally from their point of view, made raids
on the new animals, with the result that the representatives of
the company were consumed with wrath at seeing their stock
eaten by lazy natives ; they started a campaign of extermination,
shooting at sight and offering a reward for Indian tongues.  Our
friend Freeman had worked on one of the farms, which had a
stock of 200,000 sheep, and the information he gave on this
head was fully confirmed later in conversations at Punta Arenas,
The destruction of the Indians was spoken of there as a matter
for regret, but as rendered inevitable by circumstances.
The navigation through the straits of a craft like ours makes
it necessary to anchor in the dark hours : the first night we spent
off the Fuegian coast, in sight of one of the pillars which define
the boundary of Chile and Patagonia ; the second we lay in
Possession Bay, which is on the Patagonian side.   We had time
at the latter anchorage to examine the pathetic wreck of a
steamer, which had gone aground.    She was a paddle-boat,
which was being towed presumably from one lake or river area
to another, and had to be cut adrift.   Even in such an unheroic
vessel it was touching to see the sign of departed and luxurious
life cast away on this lonely shore, stained-glass doors bearing the
inscription of " smoking " or " dining-room/' and good mahogany
fittings such as washing-stands still in place.   It is said that the
outer coast is strewn with wrecks containing valuable articles
which it is worth no one's while to remove,   S. walked up to the
neighbouring lighthouse, and was presented with three rhea
The next morning we were under way at 5 o'clock, in order
to pass with the correct tide through what are known as the
First Narrows. The current here is so strong that it would have
been impossible for us to make headway against it ; as it was,
the wind sank soon after we started, and we only just accom-
plished 'the passage, anchoring in St. Jago Bay. The following
day, Sunday, we negotiated successfully the Second Narrows,
From our next anchorage we saw from the yacht several rhea,
or Sooth American ostriches, on a small promontory. S. went
ask>re,OE the point and shot two of them, while Mr. Ritchie and
Mr, Gillani, who had landed on the neck of the promontory,

